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Culture and Language
• In China there are five officially recognised religions 


• - Buddhism


• - Taoism


• - Islam


• - Catholicism


• - Protestantism





Mongolian 

Capital: Huhehaote



Tibetan

Capital: Lhasa



Uyghur

Capital: ürümuqi



Xingsheng

Semantic element: Water Phonetic element: ‘ke’
RIVER

Huiyi









Differences between 
Traditional and 

Simplified Chinese



Handwriting 
Traditional 

Chinese

Simplified 

Chinese

選擇 选择

質量量 质量量



Phonetic symbol

Traditional Chinese 
Simplified Chinese 



Vietnamese language                      



language diversity
• In vietnam we have 54 

different languages mostly for 
ethnic minorities 

• ''kinh'' is the nation 
languages that everyone 
need to learn it to 
comunicated



∗ Vietnamese is an Austroasiatic language that 
originated in Vietnam. Spoken natively by an 
estimated 76 million people (as of 2019), it is the 
native language of the Vietnamese people. 
Vietnamese speakers are found throughout the 
world, most in East and Southeast Asia, North 
America, Australia and Western Europe. 
Vietnamese has also been officially recognized as a 
minority language in the Czech Republic.

general introduction



∗ Chu nom 
∗ Sino-Vietnamese 
∗ Vietnamese script

3 types of Vietnamese language



Chu nom
•  Is a logographic writing system formerly used to write the 

Vietnamese language. 
•  Vietnam was ruled by the Chinese for over a thousand years 

from 111 BC - 938 AD. As a result, the official written language 
was Classical Chinese, known as Chữ-nho (𡨸儒) in Vietnamese, 
which continued to be used in Vietnam, in parallel with Chữ-
nôm (𡨸喃) and Quốc Ngữ, until about 1918. 

• The Vietnamese word chữ (character) is derived from the Old 
Chinese word 字, meaning '[Chinese] character'.[4] The word 
Nôm in chữ Nôm means 'Southern', and is derived from the 
Middle Chinese word 南, meaning 'south'



Comparison





∗ Sino-Vietnamese words are vocabulary used in 
Vietnamese with Chinese words but read in 
Vietnamese. Along with the birth of the national 
script, the Sino-Vietnamese word today is written 
in Latin characters.

Sino-Vietnamese







∗ As early as 1520, Portuguese and Italian Jesuit missionaries in 
Vietnam began using Latin script to transcribe the 
Vietnamese language as an assistance for learning the 
language. These efforts led eventually to the development of 
the present Vietnamese alphabet, started by Portuguese 
missionary Francisco de Pinna. His work was continued by the 
Avignon missionary Alexander de Rhodes, who worked in the 
country between 1624 and 1644. Building on previous 
dictionaries by Gaspar do Amoral and Antonio Barbosa, 
Rhodes wrote the first dictionary of Vietnamese words, 
which was later printed in Rome in 1651, using their spelling 
system.

History of Vietnamese script



1) during the Chinese domination 
- In 206 BC, Vietnam was invaded by China and made 

Vietnam a part of China for 1000 years (from 206 
BC to 905 AD).  

- Chinese people came and bring their language to 
Vietnam and this is the reason why we have Sino-
Vietnamese ( made by half Vietnamese, half 
Chinese).  

 

History of Sino-Vietnamese



2) After the Chinese domination 
-   In the early 10 century, Vietnam became an 
independent nation. Losing the direct presence of 
the dominant Han class, Sino-Vietnamese words and 
sounds have since been isolated from the 
mainstream of Han Chinese and gone in a separate 
direction of Vietnamese. Most of the Pinyin 
vocabulary today is codified in this second phase.



∗ The Vietnamese alphabet is the modern writing system for 
the Vietnamese language. It uses the Latin script, based on 
its employment in the alphabets of Romance languages, in 
particular the Portuguese alphabet, with some digraphs and 
the addition of nine accent marks or diacritics – four of 
them to create additional sounds, and the other five to 
indicate the tone of each word. These many diacritics, often 
two on the same vowel, make written Vietnamese easily 
recognizable among localized variants of Latin alphabets.

Vietnamese script





• poupée: búp bê 
• gilet : gi lê  
• galant: ga lăng 
• gant : găng 
• fromage: pho mát 
• jambon: giăm bông 
• crème: kem

loan words



Thank You For 
Listening!


